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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently remarkable attention has been paid to quantum homogeneous
spaces. Particularly interesting is the relation to the representation theory
in the spirit of the classical method of orbits due to Kirillov-Kostant. We
w xquote rather randomly and incompletely 10, 9, 16, 13, 14, 1]3 , etc. The
majority of the quoted papers are concerned with a deformation of the
algebra of holomorphic functions. The quantization of a general coadjoint
orbit as a complex manifold, valid for any compact group from the series
w xA , B , C , and D , has been described in 8 in terms of quantum holomor-l l l l
phic coordinate functions living on the big cell. In the same paper, it was
shown with the help of quantum coherent states that any irreducible
finite-dimensional representation of the deformed enveloping algebra Uh
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 .admits an anti- holomorphic realization when acting in a space of
polynomials in non-commutative variables, the quantum coordinate func-
tions.
w xThe goal of the present paper is to extend the results of the paper 15 ,
where the series A has been treated, also to orthogonal and symplecticl
 .groups. For the unitary groups SU N , the coadjoint orbits were consid-
ered and quantized with the base point being a multiple of a fundamental
weight. These homogeneous spaces coincide exactly with the Grassmann
manifolds. Moreover, antiholomorphic representations of U in theh
Borel]Weil spirit were derived from the structure of the quantized orbit.
Here we focus on the series B , C , and D , again in the case when thel l l
base point is a multiple of a fundamental weight. This means an attempt to
suggest a quantization of these homogeneous spaces as real analytic
manifolds. Thus the result should be an algebra C generated jointly by the
holomorphic and antiholomorphic quantum coordinate functions z andjk
zU living on the big cell. However, the main point consists in derivingst
representations of U from the algebraic structure of C. Since we restricth
ourselves to a special sort of orbit the obtained representations are
characterized by a lowest weight l being an integer multiple of a funda-
mental weight, yl g Z v .q r
w xWhile the general strategy is quite parallel to that of the paper 15 , the
commutation relations derived for orthogonal and symplectic groups turn
out to be considerably more complex and less transparent. Apparently this
is not the first case when the series B , C , and D are much more difficultl l l
to approach than the series A . Perhaps one fact standing behind thisl
rather unpleasant observation is a property of the R-matrices. While in the
A case the R-matrix obeys the Hecke conditionl
2 y1R P y q y q R P y I s 0, .  .12 12
or equivalently,
R y Ry1 s q y qy1 P , .12 21
the R-matrices for the series B , C , D obey a more complicated relationl l l
 .2.8 below.
Unfortunately, this is why the construction of the algebra C was not
clarified entirely and has to some extent a speculative character. However,
the prescription for the representation of U acting in the vector space ofh
polynomials in quantum coordinate functions zU is derived quite unam-jk
biguously and verified rigorously. In principle, Section 4, concerned with
the quantum parameterization of the big cell, can be skipped. But starting
directly from the defining relations for the representation could seem then
rather obscure.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the notation is intro-
duced and a summary of basic relations is given. Section 3 starts from a
quantum version of the orthogonal transformation of matrices. Further-
 .more, quantum anti- holomorphic coordinate functions on the big cell
are introduced. A parameterization of the big cell as a real analytic
manifold is suggested in Section 4. The quantization means a specification
of commutation relations between the coordinate functions. Section 5 is
devoted to verification of the rules according to which the algebra gener-
ated by the quantum antiholomorphic coordinate functions becomes a left
 .U -module. These rules are suggested by the partially informal considera-h
tions of Section 4. The module depends on one free parameter and its
values are specified in Section 6 so that one obtains finite-dimensional
irreducible representations of U . Section 7 contains a few final remarksh
about some points suggested in Section 4 and not clarified in full detail.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The deformation parameter is q s eyh, h ) 0, and the quantum num-
w x  x yx.  y1 .bers are defined as x [ q y q r q y q . The rank of the group is
denoted by l. Let N [ 2 l q 1 for the series B and N [ 2 l in the case ofl
N D and C . The standard basis in C is denoted by e , . . . , e , e ,l l yl y1 0
4  4e , . . . ,e for the series B and by e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e for1 l l ylq1r2 y1r2 1r2 ly1r2
the series C and D . Set alsol l
e [ 1 [ y1 for the series B and D resp. C , 2.1 .  .  .l l l
« [ 1 [ sgn j for the series B and D resp. C . 2.2 .  .  . .j l l l
 .The R-matrix obeying the Yang]Baxter YB equation R R R s12 13 23
N N w xR R R in C m C is given by 4, 6, 1123 13 12
R [ d d q q y qsgnkyt . d d .jk , st js k t jt k s
y « « qysgnkyt . y qy1 qyr kqr tqd k 0 d t 0d d 2.3 . .k t jqk , 0 sqt , 0
1r [ yk q e sgn k . 2.4 .k 2
Remark. Of course, the term d d appearing in the exponent in thek 0 t0
third summand plays a role only for the series B .l
Further we introduce the N = N matrices
r [ diag r , r , . . . , r , 2.5 .  .y Ny1.r2 yNy3.r2 Ny1.r2
C [ C 0q r s qyr C 0 , where C 0 [ « d . 2.6 .jk j jqk , 0
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Thus it holds true that C t s C* s e C 0qyr s e q rC 0, Cy1 s e C and C tC
s q2 r. Let K be an N 2 = N 2 matrix with the entries
K [ C t Cy1 . 2.7 .jk , st jk st
The symbol P ' P s P stands for the flip operator.12 21
A survey follows giving the basic relations valid for the matrices R, K, P,
and C. Quite essential is the first one,
R y Ry1 s q y qy1 P y K . 2.8 .  . .12 21 12
Furthermore,
R ' PR P s Rt , Ry1 s R y1 , 2.9 .21 12 12 q q
t t t2 1y1 y1 y1 t y1C R C s R , C R C s R , 2.10 . .  .  .2 12 2 12 1 12 1 12
C C R C C s R , 2.11 .1 2 12 1 2 21
C C K s C tC t K s PK , 2.12 .1 2 12 1 2 12 12
K ' PK P s K t , K y1 s K t . 2.13 .21 12 12 q q
One can also show that
RPK s e qyNqeK 2.14 .
and hence Ry1K s K Ry1 s e q NyePK . For any N 2 = N 2 respec-12 12 21 21 12
 .tively N = N matrix X the dimension is clear from the context we have
K X K s tr K X K , 2.15 .  .12 12 12 12 12 12
tr K PX s e tr q2 r X . 2.16 .  . .12 1
In the last relation, the trace on the LHS is taken in C N m C N while on
the RHS it is taken in C N. Consequently,
K PX K s e tr q2 r X K . 2.17 . .12 1 12 12
It holds true that
ty1 t y1 t tK X s K C X C , K X s K C X C ; 2.18 . .12 1 12 2 2 2 12 2 12 1 1 1
particularly,
K Ry1 s K R , K Ry1 s K R . 2.19 .12 31 12 32 12 23 12 13
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Notice also that
K K s K P , K K s K P .12 32 12 13 12 13 12 23
Next let us introduce a family of orthogonal projectors in C N. The
 .  .  4symbol E s stands for the matrix diagonal expressed in the basis ek
 4and corresponding to the projector onto span e ; j F s ; particularlyj
  . .  . .E y N q 1 r2 s 0, E N y 1 r2 s I. We have
K E s s K I y E ys y 1 , 2.20 .  .  . .1 212 12
s q t - 0 « K E s E t s 0. 2.21 .  .  .1 212
Furthermore, for all s,
E s R I y E s s 0, I y E s R E s s 0. 2.22 .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 2 212 12
  . .   . . One can derive other relations like R I y E s s I y E s R I y21 2 2 21
 . .   4E s , etc. Let us fix for the rest of the paper an index r ) 0 r g 1, . . . , l ,2
1 1 4 .in the B case, and r g , . . . , l y , for the series C and D . One canl l l2 2
show that
I y E yr R E yr E yr s 0. 2.23 .  .  .  . .1 1 212
It is straightforward to verify that
Ry1E yr K s e qy2 rq1qeE yr PK , 2.24 .  .  .2 212 12 12
R I y E yr K s e qy2 rq1qe I y E yr PK .  . .  .2 221 12 12
y q y qy1 E yr PK . 2.25 .  . . 1 12
The last relation implies
I y E yr I y E yr R I y E yr I y E yr K .  .  .  . .  .  .  .1 2 1 221 12
s e qy2 rq1qe I y E yr I y E yr PK . 2.26 .  .  . .  .1 2 12
The goal of this paper is to determine a relation between the coadjoint
orbits and the representations of the deformed enveloping algebra U . Leth
H , X ", j s 1, . . . , l, be the Chevalley generators of U for a simple Liej j h
algebra of rank l. The enumeration of roots in the Dynkin diagram is
chosen so that the first root is the shortest one or the longest one, in the
case of B or C , respectively, and nodes 1 and 2 are connected with nodel l
3 in the D case.l
The commutation relations defining U can be found in various papersh
w x5, 4, 11 . U is isomorphic as a )-algebra to the algebra A of quantumh d
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w xfunctions living on the dual solvable group 11 . The generators of A cand
 .be arranged into an upper triangular N = N matrix L s a with posi-jk
 .tive in a convenient sense entries on the diagonal, a ) 0, and obeyingj j
w xa s 1. The commutation relations can be written as 11, 7j j
RL L s L L R , LU Ry1L s L Ry1LU , 2.27 .1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
jointly with the orthogonality condition,
CLtCy1 s Cy1LtC s Ly1 . 2.28 .
The isomorphism between U and A is given explicitly in terms ofh d
w xgenerators 11 ,
y1H jq s a a , j s 1, . . . , l , .jy1, jy1 j j
2.29a .
y1r2y1 y y1r2q y q X s q a a a , j s 1, . . . , l , . . j jy1, jy1 j j jy1, j
 .for the B case a s 1 ;l 00
2H1q s a , .1r2, 1r2
y1H jq s a a , j s 2, . . . , l , .jy3r2, jy3r2 jy1r2, jy1r2
y1r2y1 y y1 y1q y q X s q q q q a , .  .1 y1r2, 1r2 2.29b .
y1r2y1 y y1r2q y q X s q a a a , . . j jy3r2, jy3r2 jy1r2, jy1r2 jy3r2, jy1r2
j s 2, . . . , l ,
for the C case;l
q H1 s a a ,1r2, 1r2 3r2, 3r2
y1H jq s a a , j s 2, . . . , l , .jy3r2, jy3r2 jy1r2, jy1r2
q y qy1 Xys qy1r2a 1r2 ay1r2 a , 2.29c . . 1 1r2, 1r2 3r2, 3r2 y1r2, 3r2
y1r2y1 y y1r2q y q X s q a a a , . . j jy3r2, jy3r2 jy1r2, jy1r2 jy3r2, jy1r2
j s 2, . . . , l ,
 .for the D case let us note that a s 0 ; andl y1r2, 1r2
Xqs Xy *, ; j, 2.30 . .j j
in all three cases.
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ÄInstead of A we shall deal with the )-algebra A whose generators ared d
arranged into a ``positive'' matrix
M [ L*L ; hence M* s M . 2.31 .
The generators of the algebra A can be recovered by decomposing Md
into a product of a lower triangular matrix time an upper triangular matrix.
w xWith more details, this relationship has been described in 15 . From the
 .commutation relations 2.27 one can deduce that
M Ry1M Ry1 s Ry1M Ry1M . 2.32 .2 12 1 21 12 1 21 2
 .  .Concerning the orthogonality condition, notice first that 2.27 , 2.10 , and
 . U t y1 U y1 y1 U y12.28 imply C L L C s L L s RL L R . Consequently, using2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
 .2.14 ,
M s Cy1R Ly1LU Ry1 C . jk , s sjk 2 12 2 1 12 2
s
s e q Nye Cy1R Ly1LU C . jk , s s2 12 2 1 2
s
tUNye y1 y1 y1 ts e q C R L C L C C . 2 12 2 2 2 2 2 jk , s s
s
s e q Nye Cy1R My1 C t . . jk , s s2 12 2 2
s
This equality can be rewritten as
M K s R My1Ry1K s e q NyeR My1PK . 2.33 .1 12 12 2 12 12 12 2 12
Summing up, we have
ÄDEFINITION 2.1. The algebra A is generated by the entries of thed
 .  .N = N matrix M and is determined by the relations 2.32 , 2.33 . The
Ä  .  . .)-involution in A is given by M* s M M* [ M * .d jk k j
Let us show that
2 r Äthe element tr q M belongs to the center of A , i .e., . d
tr q2 rM M s M tr q2 rM . 2.34 . .  .
 .  y1 . t2 t  y1 y1 . t2Actually, 2.32 implies R M M s R M R M R . Owing to12 2 1 12 1 21 2 21
 .  .2.10 and 2.19 , one gets
t3t y1 y1 y1 y1K M M s K C R C R M R M R .12 3 2 12 3 13 3 23 2 32 3 32
t3y1y1 y1 t t t3s K R M R M R C R C , . /12 23 2 32 3 32 3 13 3
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and hence
K M M s K Ry1M Ry1M R Ry1 .12 3 2 12 23 2 32 3 32 13
Having multiplied this equation by K P from the left and by K from34 34 34
 .  .the right, one can use 2.17 and repeatedly 2.19 to get
e tr q2 rM K M K s K K P Ry1M Ry1M R Ry1K . 12 2 34 12 34 34 23 2 32 3 32 13 34
s K K P Ry1M Ry1M R Ry1K12 34 34 23 2 32 3 14 42 34
s K K Ry1Ry1P M Ry1Ry1M K .12 34 23 24 34 2 32 42 3 34
Since K Ry1Ry1 s K , K Ry1Ry1 s K , we obtain34 23 24 34 34 42 32 34
tr q2 rM K M K s K M tr q2 rM K . .  .12 2 34 12 2 34
 2 r j.Actually much more is known. The elements tr q M , j s 1, . . . , l,
Ä w xgenerate the center of the algebra A 11 .d
 .An immediate consequence of 2.33 is that
tr q2 rM s tr q2 rMy1 . 2.35 . .  .
 .It is enough to apply K P from the left and to take into account 2.1712
 .and 2.14 . Notice also that it holds
2 r w xtr q s e q N y e . 2.36 . .
 .  .This equality follows also from 2.17 , with X s I, and from 2.8 and
 .2.14 as
q y qy1 K PK s yK P R y Ry1 q q y qy1 K . .  . .12 12 12 12 21 12
3. QUANTUM ANTIHOLOMORPHIC COORDINATE
FUNCTIONS ON THE BIG CELL
Let us start from an observation which is easy to verify and is quite
essential for the rest of the paper.
LEMMA 3.1. To any N = N matrix X there exists a matrix Y of the same
dimension such that
K X PR s K Y . 3.1 .12 2 12 12 2
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The same matrix Y obeys also
Y K s R PX K .2 21 21 2 21
Moreo¨er, X* s X implies Y * s Y.
Thus the entries of Y depend linearly on X, namely
Y s e« « qyr jyr kyd jk X q q y qysgn jqk . qyd j0 dk 0 X .jk j k yk , yj jk
y e q y qy1 d q2 r s X . 3.2 . . jk s s
s)yj
The term d d appearing in an exponent can be again omitted for thej0 k 0
 .series C and D . The relation 3.1 can be inverted,l l
K X s K Y PRy1 ,12 2 12 2 21
and it holds true that X K s Ry1PY K .2 21 12 2 21
 .As a first application, let us show that the orthogonality condition 2.33
 .follows partially from 2.32 . By exchanging the indices, one can rewrite
 . y1 y12.32 as M R M R s R M R M . Subtracting these two equations2 12 1 12 21 1 21 2
 .and using 2.8 we get
M Ry1M K s K M Ry1M . 3.3 .2 12 1 12 21 1 21 2
ÄLet M be the matrix defined by
Ä y1 y1K M [ K M PR s K M R P . 3.4 .12 2 12 2 21 12 2 12
 .  .Multiply 3.3 by K from the left. Notice that, by 2.17 , K K s12 12 21
2 r Ä .K PK P s e tr q K P. Taking into account the definition of M and12 12 12
 .2.17 also on the LHS, one obtains
2 r Ä 2 r Ätr q MM K s tr q K M M , 3.5 . . . 12 12 2 2
Ä 2 r Ä 2 rMM s cI, where c s tr q MM rtr q . 3.6 . . .
y1 Ä  .Since it is true that R M K s PM K , the LHS of 3.5 also equals12 1 12 1 12
2 r Ä Ä Ä Ä .tr q MM K . For M* s M, it holds that c* s c and thus MM s12
Ä Ä Ä .MM * s MM. Consequently, cM s MMM s Mc and c belongs to the
Äcenter of A . Whenced
the orthogonality condition 2.33 is equi¨ alent to the equality c s e q Nye . .
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 .Recall that an index r has been fixed as a positive integer half-integer
1 .  .not exceeding l resp. l y for the series B C and D . The classicall l l2
coadjoint orbit can be identified with an orbit of the corresponding simple
compact group when acting on the set of positive N = N matrices as
 . 0 tU, M ¬ U*MU. The positive matrix M is also required to obey C M
0 y1  y1C s M . The base point of the orbit is M [ diag j , . . . ,0
y1 . y1j , 1, . . . , 1, j , . . . , j , for some j ) 0. The eigen-values j and j have
 .the same multiplicity N y 2 r q 1 r2. Here we are doing one exception:
in the D case, with r s 3r2, the orbit corresponds to a multiple of thel
weight v q v rather than to a multiple of the fundamental weight v1 2 2
 .cf. Sect. 6 .
The algebra C generated by the quantum ``holomorphic coordinateh
w xfunctions'' on the big cell has been introduced in 8 . Let us recall the
definition. Let Z be an N = N matrix split into blocks as
I Z Z1 1 2
0 I ZZ s , 3.7 .2 3 00 0 I3
with the diagonal unit blocks I and I having the same dimension1 3
1 1 .  . N y 2 r q 1 = N y 2 r q 1 and with I having the dimension 2 r y22 2
.  . 2 21 = 2 r y 1 . Introduce an N = N matrix Q by
Q s R , if j, s F yr or yr - j, s - r or r F j, s,jk , st jk , st
s 0, otherwise. 3.8 .
Notice that after replacing j, s by k, t everywhere in the condition follow-
ing ``if'' on the first line, we get the same matrix Q. The commutation
relation defining the algebra C reads ash
R Qy1 Z Q Z s Qy1 Z Q Z R . 3.9 .12 12 1 12 2 21 2 21 1 12
In addition, Z is required to obey the ``orthogonality'' condition
d s Z Cy1 Q Z t Qy1 C . . k j , s sjk 2 2 12 2 12 2
s
y1 y1 y1 y1  .Since C C Q s Q C C and owing to 2.12 , this equality can be1 2 12 21 1 2
rewritten as
K s Z Q Cy1 Z tC Qy1K . 3.10 .12 1 12 1 1 1 12 12
 .  .The relations adjoint to 3.9 and 3.10 define another algebra Cah
generated by the quantum ``antiholomorphic coordinate functions'' zU .jk
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 .  .The relations 3.9 , 3.10 can be simplified. To this end we set
0 ZZ [ Z , Z , Z [ . 3.11 .  .1 2  /0 0
1 1 .  .  .Thus Z s z is a N y 2 r q 1 = N q 2 r y 1 block with the in-jk 2 2
dices restricted by j F yr, yr - k, and Z is an N = N matrix; the
dimensions of the blocks are determined implicitly. Set
Ey[ E yr , E0 [ E r y 1 y E yr , Eq[ I y E r y 1 . .  .  .  .
3.12 .
y 0 q y Thus I s E q E q E is a resolution of unity. We also have Z s E Z I
y.   ..y E . The matrix Q can be written as cf. 2.22
Q s EyR Eyq E0 R E0 q EqR Eq12 2 12 2 2 12 2 2 12 2
s R Eyq E0 R E0 q EqR . 3.13 .12 2 2 12 2 2 12
A similar equality holds true also provided the projectors Ey, E0, Eq are
applied in the first factor of the tensor product rather than in the second
one. Particularly,
EyR Qy1 s Ey. 3.14 .1 12 12 1
y1  . y yy1Furthermore, we have Q s Q . Now, let us multiply 3.9 by E Eq q 1 2
 .  .  . y yfrom the left. Using 3.13 , 3.14 , 2.22 and noticing that E Z s E q Z ,
one can derive easily
Eyq Z R Ey q Z Ry1 s Ry1 Eyq Z R Eyq Z . 3.15 . .  .  .  .1 1 12 2 2 12 12 2 2 21 1 1
 . y y  .Similarly, by multiplying 3.10 by E E from the left and using 2.21 , the1 2
y "1 "1 y  .  .equality E Q s R E , 2.24 , and 2.18 , one obtains2 12 12 2
Eyq Z R Ey q Z K s 0. 3.16 . .  .2 2 21 1 1 12
In fact, one can show that
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. The relation 3.16 follows from 3.15 .
 .Actually, interchange the sides and the indices 1, 2 in 3.15 to get
Eyq Z R Eyq Z R s R Ey q Z R Eyq Z . .  .  .  .1 1 12 2 2 21 12 2 2 21 1 1
 .  .Subtracting this equation from 3.15 and using 2.8 , one arrives at
K Eyq Z R Ey q Z s Ey q Z R Eyq Z K . .  .  .  .21 1 1 12 2 2 2 2 21 1 1 12
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Now it is enough to multiply the last equality by EyEy from the left.1 2
Summing up we have
DEFINITION 3.3. The algebra C is generated by the entries of matrixh
 .  .  .Z s z introduced in 3.11 and is determined by the relation 3.15 . Thejk
 U .algebra C is generated by the entries of the matrix Z* s z andah k j
 .determined by the adjoint relation to 3.15 .
Let Y be a matrix defined by the relation
Y K [ e qy2 rq1qeR P Eyq Z K . 3.17 . .1 12 12 1 1 12
 .One can deduce from 3.2 that
0 VqY s E q V , where V [ 3.18 . /0 0
1 1 .  .and the ranges of indices in the N q 2 r y 1 = N y 2 r q 1 block2 2
 .V s ¨ are given by j - r, r F k. One can write explicitlyjk
¨ s qy2 rq1qe« « qyr jyr k z q ex q y qysgn jqk . z , 3.19 . . .jk j k yk , yj jFyr jk
 .  .where x s 1 0 provided the condition j F yr is is not satisfied.jFyr
 .Thus the orthogonality condition 3.16 means that
 .  .LEMMA 3.4. The matrix V s ¨ defined by 3.19 fulfillsjk
VI Z s 0. 3.20 .  . /I
Notation. The following shorthand notation will be used mainly in the
proofs. Set
g [ q y qy1 , p [ e qy2 rq1qe . 3.21 .
Furthermore,
X [ Eyq Z*, Y [ Eqq V*. 3.22 .
So X R X R s R X R X , K Y s pK X P R and Y K s1 12 2 21 12 2 21 1 21 1 21 1 12 21 1 12
2 2   .2pR P X K . Notice that X s X and Y s Y since Z* s 0 s12 12 1 12
 .2 .  .  .V* . Moreover, YX s 0 Lemma 3.4 and XY s 0 evident . In addi-
 .tion to the equality K X R X s 0 Lemma 3.2 we have also21 1 12 2
X R X K s 0, 3.23 .1 12 2 21
as a consequence of EyEyK s 0 and X s X Ey.1 2 12
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 .  .LEMMA 3.5. The matrix V defined in 3.17 , 3.18 obeys
Eqq VU Ry1 Eqq VU Ry1 s Ry1 Eqq VU Ry1 Eqq VU .  .  .  .1 1 21 2 2 12 21 2 2 12 1 1
3.24 .
and consequently
Eqq VU Ry1 Eqq VU K s 0. 3.25 . .  .1 1 21 2 2 21
Moreo¨er, it holds true that
R Eyq ZU R Eqq VU s Eqq VU R Eyq ZU R 3.26 . .  .  .  .21 1 1 12 2 2 2 2 21 1 1 12
 .and also equi¨ alently
Ey q ZU Ry1 Eq q VU Ry1 s Ry1 Eq q VU Ry1 Ey q ZU . .  .  .  .1 1 21 2 2 12 21 2 2 12 1 1
3.27 .
Remark. The algebra C is also generated by the entries of the matrixah
 U .  .V * s ¨ and is determined by the relation 3.24 .k j
Proof. The equality
K K X R X R s K K R X R X13 24 3 34 4 43 13 24 34 4 43 3
  ..leads to using also 2.19
K K Y P Ry1 Y P Ry1Ry1R13 24 3 13 31 4 24 42 32 43
s K K Y P Ry1 Y P Ry1Ry1R .13 24 4 24 42 3 13 31 41 12
Using the YB equation twice on both sides one obtains
K K Y Y R R s K K Y Y R R .13 24 3 4 23 21 13 24 4 3 14 34
 .The relation 2.19 then gives
K K R Y Ry1 Y s K K Y Ry1 Y R .13 24 43 3 43 4 13 24 4 34 3 34
 .To show 3.26 one can proceed similarly starting from
K X R X Ry1 s K Ry1 X R X .31 2 21 1 21 31 12 1 12 2
Inserting R s Ry1 q g P y g K resp. R s Ry1 q g P y g K on12 21 12 12 21 12 12 21
the LHS resp. the RHS of the equality
X R Y Ry1 s Ry1 Y R X ,1 12 2 12 21 2 21 1
 .one obtains easily 3.27 .
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4. PARAMETERIZATION OF THE QUANTUM ORBIT
The character of this section is to some extent speculative. However,
one can extract from the procedure presented here a prescription for an
Äaction of A on C . Its rigorous verification is the goal of the next section.d ah
Introduce N = N matrices Q " by
y1 y1I Vy qQ [ I q ZZ* I Z , Q [ I q V *V V * I . .  .  .  . /  /Z* I
4.1 .
 ". 2 "  ". "They possess projector-like properties: Q s Q and Q * s Q .
 . y q q yMoreover, in virtue of 3.20 , Q Q s Q Q s 0. Relate to a triplet of
parameters j , j , j the matrix0 q y
M [ j I q j y j Qqq j y j Qy. 4.2 .  .  .0 q 0 y 0
DEFINITION 4.1. Denote by C the )-algebra generated by z , zU andjk jk
 .determined by 3.15 ,
yZy1 y1I Z R M R s 0, 4.3 .  .2 12 1 21  /I 2
and by
Ä Nye y1 Ä y1M s e q M , where K M [ K M R P . 4.4 .12 2 12 2 12
Finally, the element
m [ tr q2 r M 4.5 . .
Äis required to be central in A . Of course, the adjoint relations should bed
fulfilled as well.
 .Remark. The structure of the relation 4.3 is not transparent enough
and so it is not clear whether C / 0, i.e., whether the unit is not contained
in the ideal generated by the defining relations. Nevertheless, in this
section we shall proceed optimistically as if 1 g C.
 .The equality 4.3 means exactly that
QyRy1 M Ry1 I y Qy s 0. 4.6 . .2 12 1 21 2
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y  .From the Hermitian property of Q and M and from 2.9 one deduces
that this is the same as
QyRy1 M Ry1 s Ry1 M Ry1 Qy . 4.7 .2 12 1 21 12 1 21 2
  ..It holds again true that in the same way as in 2.35
tr q2 r M s tr q2 r My1 . 4.8 . .  .
Set
t [ tr q2 r Q " . 4.9 . ."
Ä  .The element m is central in A and, by 4.2 ,d
m s j tr q2 r q j y j t q j y j t . 4.10 .  .  . .0 q 0 q y 0 y
 .Now, inserting the expression 4.2 for M and the expression
My1 s jy1 I q jy1 y jy1 Q q jy1 y jy1 Q 4.11 . .  .0 q 0 q y 0 y
y1  .for M into the equality 4.8 one gets a linear dependence between tq
and t . It follows that, in the generic case, both t and t are expressibley q y
Äin terms of m , and thus t , t are central elements in A as well.q y d
 .  . y1Furthermore, the substitution of 4.2 and 4.11 for M and M ,
 .respectively, into 4.4 leads to the equality
K q Nyej y1 y ej PRy1 .12 0 0 21
q K Qq q Nye jy1 y jy1 y e j y j PRy1 . . .12 2 q 0 q 0 21
q K Qy q Nye jy1 y jy1 y e j y j PRy1 s 0. 4.12 .  . . .12 2 y 0 y 0 21
Nye  y1 y1.  . y1Provided the matrix q j y j I y e j y j PR is regular oneq 0 q 0 21
can express Qq in terms of Qy. The solution can be found with the help
of the following ansatz:
K Qq s mK q hK Qyq z K QyPR . 4.13 .12 2 12 12 2 12 2 12
Whence,
K QqPRy1 s e q NyemK q hK QyPRy1 q z K Qy. 4.14 .12 2 21 12 12 2 21 12 2
 .Owing to 2.8 ,
K QyPR s K QyPRy1 q q y qy1 K Qy y e q y qy1 t K . .  .12 2 12 12 2 21 12 2 y 12
4.15 .
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 .  .  .  .Inserting 4.13 , 4.14 into 4.12 , taking into account 4.15 , and compar-
ing the coefficients at the terms K , K Qy, and K QyPRy1 , one12 12 2 12 2 21
arrives at a system of equations
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1j yj q j yj y j yj mye qyq j yj t zs0, .  . .  .0 0 q 0 q 0 q 0 y
4.16a .
jy1 y jy1 q jy1 y jy1 h .y 0 q 0
Nye y1 y1 y1q ye q j y j q q y q j y j z s 0, 4.16b .  . .  .q 0 q y
j y j q j y j h y e q Nye jy1 y jy1 z s 0. 4.16c .  . .y 0 q 0 q 0
 .In the generic case, the unique solution m, h, z determines the RHS in
 .4.13 .
We claim that
Äthere exists a )-algebra morphism c : A ª C prescribed by its ¨aluesd
on the generators, namely c M s M . .
ÄTo verify this statement one has to check the definition of A , i.e.,d
 .  .  .  .  .2.32 , 2.33 , and the definition of C , i.e., 4.3 , 4.4 , giving also 4.7 . The
 .rest is a consequence of 4.13 and the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X and N be N = N matrices with entries from
some associati¨ e algebra and assume that they obey the equality
X Ry1 N Ry1 s Ry1 N Ry1 X . 4.17 .1 21 2 12 21 2 12 1
Then the matrix Y defined by the relation K Y [ K X PR fulfills an12 2 12 2 12
analogous equality,
Y Ry1 N Ry1 s Ry1 N Ry1 Y .1 21 2 12 21 2 12 1
 .Proof. The symbol tr ? stands for the trace taken in the first factor of1
a tensor product. Notice also the if A , B are two matrices obeying12 123
 .A B s B A the entries commute then12 345 345 12
tt t t3 2tr K A B s tr B A K .  .1 12 23 123 1 123 23 21
s tr Bt P C C A K . 4.18 . .1 123 12 1 2 23 21
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 .  .  .In the last equality we have used 2.18 and 2.12 . Furthermore, 4.17 can
be rewritten as
y1t t2 2t y1 y1 y1X N s R N R X R R . .  .1 2 21 2 12 1 12 21
Now, taking into account that tr K s I and applying successively the1 12 2
 .  .  .  .definition of Y, 4.17 and 2.10 , 4.18 , then 2.11 , YB equation and
 .  .  .2.19 , the definition of Y and YB equation, 2.19 and 2.12 , and finally
 .2.18 , we get
t t3 3y1 t y1Y R N s tr K X P R N R .  . /2 32 3 1 12 2 12 12 3 32
t y13y1 y1 t y1 ts tr K R N R X R C R P R R C .  . /1 12 32 3 23 2 23 3 32 12 12 32 3
ty1 y1 y1 y1s tr C R R R C C C R N R X R K .1 3 23 21 13 1 2 3 32 3 23 2 23 21
ty1 y1 y1s tr C C R R N R R X K .1 1 2 31 12 3 23 13 2 21
ty1 y1 y1s tr C C R N R R P Y K .1 1 2 31 3 13 23 12 2 21
ty1 y1 y1s tr C R N R Y R C K .1 1 31 3 13 1 13 1 21
tt2y1 y1s tr R N R Y R K . /1 32 3 23 2 23 21
t3y1 y1s R N R Y R . B .32 3 23 2 23
The construction of representations is based on the same idea as in the
Äw xcase of the series A 15 . Owing to the morphism c : A ª C , C is a leftl d
ÄA -module. Let I be the left ideal in C generated by the ``holomorphic''d
elements z and let CrI be the factor module. As a next step, onejk
should identify CrI with C as a vector space recall that C is a unitalah ah
U .subalgebra in C generated only by z and consider the cyclic submodulejk
M with the cyclic vector 1 g C . Though the structure of relationsah
defining the algebra C has not been clarified in full detail yet we shall
accept the identification CrI ' C as a hypothesis. It has been alsoah
confirmed by explicit calculations in the lowest rank cases. Nevertheless,
further, we shall arrive at a quite unambiguous prescription for the action
Ä  .  .of A and hence of U on M Proposition 5.4 . In what follows, thed h
central dot ``?'' stands for this action.
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LEMMA 4.3. Assuming CrI ' C it holds true thatah
1 y m .y1 y2 rq1qeI q ZZ* ? 1 s e q I. 4.19 .  .
z
Consequently,
1 y m .
Ny2 rq1.r2t ? 1 s e q N y 2 r q 1 r2 4.20 .  .y z
w x  x yx.  y1 ..x s q y q r q y q .
 .y1  .  .Proof. Temporarily set X [ I q ZZ* ? 1. From 4.1 , 4.13 , andst st
 .2.3 , one finds that for j, k G r,
y1I q V *V . jk
s mI q hQy q e« « z Qy qyr kyr j q z q y qysgn jqk . Qy .  .jk j k yk , yj jk
y ezd qsgnkqs . y qy1 q2 rs Qy . 4.21 . .jk ss
s
y y  .y1Notice that Q ? 1 s 0, for t ) yr, Q s I q ZZ* , for s, t F yr,st st s t
 .y1  . and I q V *V ? 1 s I. Thus 4.21 applied on the unit yields we set
.s s yk, t s yj; s, t F yr
d s md q e« « z q rsqr t X y ezd qsgnsys. y qy1 q2 rs X . .st st s t s t s t ss
sFsFyr
4.22 .
It follows that X s 0, for s / t. Set x [ q2 r s X . One deduces fromst s s s
 .4.22 that
1 s m q ez x y ez qsgnsys. y qy1 x . .s s
sFsFyr
The last equality amounts to a recurrent relation for x leading immedi-s
ately to the solution.
As a consequence one finds that
1 y m I 0y y2 rq1qeQ ? 1 s e q , 4.23 . /Z* 0z
 .  .  .and, owing to 4.13 and 3.17 , 3.18 ,
1 y m h . I 0 0 0q y2 rq1qeQ ? 1 s mI q e q q 1 y m . /  /Z* 0 V * Iz
4.24 .
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here the dimensions of the zero and unit blocks vary and are determined
.  .implicitly . Thus, in virtue of 4.2 , one can evaluate M ? 1. Notice that
M ? 1 s j , for j G r. One expects that, moreover, M ? 1 s 1, for yr -j j q j j
j - r, and M ? 1 s jy1, for j F yr. It is straightforward to check that thisj j q
is actually the case provided
m s 1 y j r j y j , j s q Ny2 rq1 . 4.25 .  .  .0 q 0 0
 .  .Here we have used the equations 4.16b , 4.16c to express h and z .
Ä5. C AS A LEFT A -MODULEah d
 .As a first step we shall rewrite the relation 4.3 .
 .LEMMA 5.1. The relation adjoint to 4.3 is equi¨ alent to
U Uy y1 y1 y y y1I y I y E R Z R M R E q Z s E M R . 5.1 . .  .2 12 2 12 1 21 2 2 2 1 21
 y. U y1Furthermore, the matrix I y I y E R Z R is in¨ertible and it holds2 12 2 12
true that
y1Uy y1 yI y I y E R Z R E .2 12 2 12 2
s R Eyq ZU R y q y qy1 Ey q ZU R P Ey q ZU .  .  . .12 2 2 21 1 1 12 12 1 1
q q y qy1 e qy2 rq1qeR Ey q ZU K P Ey q ZU R . .  . . 12 2 2 21 12 2 2 21
5.2 .
 .Proof. The adjoint to 4.3 means that
I y Eyy ZU Ry1 M Ry1 Eyq ZU s 0 .  .2 2 12 1 21 2 2
or, equivalently,
I y Eyy ZU Ry1 M Ry1 ZU s y I y Eyy ZU Ry1 M Ry1Ey . .  .2 2 12 1 21 2 2 2 12 1 21 2
 y.Multiplying this equality from the left by I y E R or, in the opposite2 12
 y. y1   ..direction, by I y E R and noting that cf. 2.222 12
I y Ey R"1 I y Ey R.1 s I y Ey .  .2 12 2 12 2
 y. y1 U y1 Uand I y E R Z s R Z one finds that it is equivalent to2 21 2 21 2
U Uy y1 y1I y I y E R Z R M R Z .2 12 2 12 1 21 2
s y I y Ey I y R ZU Ry1 M Ry1Ey . .  .2 12 2 12 1 21 2
 .From the last equality one can easily derive 5.1 .
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w y. U y1 x4 It is easy to show that I y E R Z R s 0 and so I y I y2 12 2 12
y. U y1E R Z R is invertible. This is clear also from the following calcula-2 12 2 12
 .2tion. Using Z* s 0 one finds that
k kky1U Uy y1 y y y1 yI y E R Z R E s y1 I y E R Z R E 5.3 .  . .  .  .2 12 2 12 2 2 12 2 12 2
and consequently
y1Uy y1 yI y I y E R Z R E .2 12 2 12 2
y1U Uy y y1 y y1 ys E q I y E R Z R E I q R Z R E .  .2 2 12 2 12 2 12 2 12 2
y1U Uy y1 y y1 ys R E q Z R E I q R Z R E . 5.4 . .  .12 2 2 12 2 12 2 12 2
 . Applying 5.3 in the reversed direction to the expression I q
U y1 y.y1  .R Z R E occurring after the last equality sign in 5.4 one derives12 2 12 2
that
y1Uy y1 yI y I y E R Z R E .2 12 2 12 2
y1U Uy y1 y y1 ys R E q Z R I y I y E R Z R E . 5.5 . .  .12 2 2 12 2 12 2 12 2
y1  .Replace R standing between the brackets on the RHS of 5.5 by12
 y y UR y g P q g K . The result is using E E R Z s 0 in the second21 12 21 1 2 12 2
.summand
R Eyq ZU R y g R Ey q ZU P I q R ZU Ry1 Ey .  .  .12 2 2 21 12 2 2 12 12 2 12 2
y1U Uy y y1 yq g R E q Z K I y I y E R Z R E . .  .12 2 2 21 2 12 2 12 2
 .  y U .Owing to 3.15 the second summands equals yg E q Z R P =1 1 12 12
 y U .  .E q Z . To complete the verification of 5.2 it remains to show that1 1
y1U Uy y1 y yK I y I y E R Z R E s pK P E q Z R . .  .21 2 12 2 12 2 21 12 2 2 21
 .In virtue of 5.4 this is the same as
K R Ey q ZU Ry1Eys pK P Ey q ZU R I q R ZU Ry1Ey . .  .  .21 12 2 2 12 2 21 12 2 2 21 12 2 12 2
y y   ..Since pK P E R s K E cf. 2.24 the last equality can be rewrit-21 12 2 21 21 2
ten as
K I y Ey R Eyq ZU Ry1Ey .  .21 2 12 2 2 12 2
s pK P ZU R I q R ZU Ry1 Ey . 5.6 . .21 12 2 21 12 2 12 2
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 .  y.  .  .Using 2.25 , I y E Z* s Z* and 2.24 one finds that the LHS of 5.6
equals
pK P ZU Ry1Ey y g K P EyZU Ry1Ey21 12 2 12 2 21 12 1 2 12 2
s pK P ZU Ry1Eyy g pK EyR ZU Ry1Ey.21 12 2 12 2 21 1 12 2 12 2
y1  .Substitute R q g P y g K for R on the RHS of 5.6 to get12 12 21 21
pK P ZU Ry1Ey q g pK ZU I q R ZU Ry1 Ey . .21 12 2 12 2 21 1 12 2 12 2
 .The second summand in the last expression can be simplified using 3.16
as
g pK ZU y EyR ZU Ry1 y ZUR EyRy1 Ey .21 1 1 12 2 12 1 12 2 12 2
s yg pK EyR ZU Ry1Ey .21 1 12 2 12 2
 .  .This verifies 5.6 and hence 5.2 as well.
We shall need the following identity.
LEMMA 5.2. It holds true that
y1 y1U Uy y1 y y y1 yI y I y E R Z R E R I y I y E R Z R E R .  .2 12 2 12 2 23 3 13 3 13 3 32
y1Uy y1s R I y I y E R Z R .23 3 13 3 13
y1Uy y y1 y=E R I y I y E R Z R E . .3 32 2 12 2 12 2
Proof. Because of Lemma 5.1 and using the notation introduced in
Section 3 we have to show that
R X R y g X R P X q g pR X K P X R R .12 2 21 1 12 12 1 12 2 21 12 2 21 23
= R X R y g X R P X q g pR X K P X R R .13 3 31 1 13 13 1 13 3 31 13 3 31 32
s R R X R y g X R P X q g pR X K P X R .23 13 3 31 1 13 13 1 13 3 31 13 3 31
=R R X R y g X R P X q g pR X K P X R . .32 12 2 21 1 12 12 1 12 2 21 12 2 21
5.7 .
Unfortunately, I was not able to find a proof other than one based on a
straightforward and rather tedious calculation. Below I confine myself to
 .listing the intermediate equalities which altogether imply the identity 5.7
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and to giving hints just for several less obvious steps. It holds true that
R X R R R X R R s R R X R R R X R , 5.8 .12 2 21 23 13 3 31 32 23 13 3 31 32 12 2 21
R X K P X R R X R P X R s 0, 5.9a .12 2 21 12 2 21 23 1 13 13 1 32
R X R P X R R X K P X R s 0, 5.9b .23 1 13 13 1 32 12 2 21 12 2 21
X R P X R R X K P X R R s 0, 5.10a .1 12 12 1 23 13 3 31 13 3 31 32
R R X K P X R R X R P X s 0, 5.10b .23 13 3 31 13 3 31 32 1 12 12 1
X R P X R R X R R s R R X R R X R P X , 5.11 .1 12 12 1 23 13 3 31 32 23 13 3 31 32 1 12 12 1
R X R R X R P X R y R X R P X R R X R12 2 21 23 1 13 13 1 32 23 1 13 13 1 32 12 2 21
s g X R R X R X R P P y R P P , 5.12a .  .1 12 13 2 23 3 21 12 13 32 13 12
X R P X R X R P X R s X R R X R X R P P ,1 12 12 1 23 1 13 13 1 32 1 12 13 2 23 3 21 12 13
5.12b .
R X R P X R X R P X s X R R X R X R P P ,23 1 13 13 1 32 1 12 12 1 1 12 13 2 23 3 32 13 12
5.12c .
R X K P X R R R X R R12 2 21 12 2 21 23 13 3 31 32
s R R X R R R X K P X R . 5.13 .23 13 3 31 32 12 2 21 12 2 21
To obtain the last few equalities one can use that Y 2 s Y and so
K P X R R R X K P s py2 K Y R Y K21 12 2 21 23 13 3 31 13 21 1 23 1 13
s py1K R R X K P21 23 13 3 31 13
s py1K X K P .21 3 31 13
Furthermore, observe that
EyEyK K s EyEyP K . 5.14 .2 3 21 31 2 3 23 31
In fact, one can readily check that even the equality K K s P K21 31 23 31
 .holds true but 5.14 can be verified directly as follows
EyEyK K s gy1EyEy Ry1 y R K .2 3 21 31 2 3 12 21 31
s gy1EyEy R y Ry1 K .2 3 32 23 31
s EyEyP K .2 3 23 31
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So finally we have
R X R R R X K P X R R12 2 21 23 13 3 31 13 3 31 32
yR R X K P X R R R X R23 13 3 31 13 3 31 32 12 2 21
s yg P R X K X X R R P23 13 3 31 2 1 13 12 13
q g R R X K X X R P P , 5.15a .23 13 3 31 2 1 13 12 13
pR X K P X R R R X K P X R R12 2 21 12 2 21 23 13 3 31 13 3 31 32
s P R X K X X R R P , 5.15b .23 13 3 31 2 1 13 12 13
pR R X K P X R R R X K P X R23 13 3 31 13 3 31 32 12 2 21 12 2 21
s R R X K X X R P P . 5.15c .23 13 3 31 2 1 13 12 13
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .The equalities 5.8 , 5.9a , 5.9b , 5.11 , 5.12a ] 5.12c , 5.13 , and
 .  .  .5.15a ] 5.15c imply 5.7 .
ÄNow we can equip C with the structure of a left A -module. First weah d
 .  .should specify the value of M ? 1. The result is suggested by 4.2 , 4.23 ,
 .  .and 4.24 . Accepting 4.25 , the value will depend just on one parameter
j ' j / 0. To extend the action to the whole algebra C one can useq ah
Lemma 5.1. Thus we postulate
M ? 1 s I q jy1 y 1 Eyq Z* q j y 1 Eqq V* , 5.16 .  .  .  . .
M Ry1 ? Ey q ZU f .1 21 2 2
y1Uy y1 y y1s I y I y E R Z R E M R ? f , ; f g C . 5.17 . .2 12 2 12 2 1 21 ah
 .  .Before verifying that 5.16 , 5.17 really define a left module structure let
us show
 .LEMMA 5.3. The relation 5.17 implies
M Ry1 ? Eq q VU f .1 21 2 2
y1Uq y1 q y1s E I y R V R I y E M R ? f , ; f g C . 5.18 . .2 12 2 12 2 1 21 ah
U y1 q.The matrix I y R V R I y E is in¨ertible and it holds true that12 2 12 2
y1Uq y1 qE I y R V R I y E .2 12 2 12 2
s Ry1 Eq q VU Ry1 q q y qy1 Eq q VU Ry1P Eqq VU .  .  . .21 2 2 12 1 1 21 12 1 1
y q y qy1 e q2 ry1yeRy1 Eq q VU K P Eq q VU Ry1 . .  . . 21 2 2 21 12 2 2 12
5.19 .
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U y1 q.Proof. The matrix I y R V R I y E is again invertible since, as12 2 12 2
U y1 q.one can easily check, the matrix R V R I y E is nilpotent. The12 2 12 2
 .  .equality 5.19 can be verified in a way quite similar to that of relation 5.2
given in Lemma 5.1. We omit the details.
 .   ..Let us turn to the equality 5.18 . One can start from cf. 5.17
pM Ry1 ? X fRy1K3 23 2 13 21
y1Uy y1 y y1 y1s p I y I y E R Z R E M ? fR R K . 5.20 . .2 32 2 32 2 3 23 13 21
The LHS equals
M ? Ry1Ry1Ry1 Y P K f s Ry1M ? Ry1 Y R P K3 23 13 12 1 12 21 12 3 13 1 13 12 21
 .and so it is possible to rewrite 5.20 as
M ? Ry1 Y R K f3 23 2 23 21
y1Uy y1 ys pP R I y I y E R Z R E K M ? f . 5.21 . .12 12 2 32 2 32 2 21 3
 .Next we take into account the identity 5.2 . The following equalities are
straightforward to verify:
pP R R X R K s Ry1 Y Ry1K ,12 12 32 2 23 21 23 2 32 21
pP R X R P X K s pX P K P X ,12 12 3 32 23 3 21 3 12 31 23 3
p2P R R X K P X R K s Y Ry1 Y K K .12 12 32 2 23 23 2 23 21 3 23 2 31 21
 .Now it is enough to take the trace in the first factor of 5.21 and to use
tr K s I , tr P K s K , tr K K s P . 5.22 .  .  .1 12 2 1 12 31 32 1 31 21 23
Observe also that
pX K P X s py1Ry1 Y K P Y Ry1 . 5.23 .3 32 23 3 23 2 23 23 2 32
This way one obtains
M Ry1 ? Y f1 21 2
s Ry1 Y Ry1 q g Y Ry1P Y y g py1Ry1 Y K P Y Ry1 .21 2 12 1 21 12 1 21 2 21 12 2 12
=M Ry1 ? f .1 21
 .  .The relation 5.18 then follows from 5.19 .
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Now we can state
 .  .PROPOSITION 5.4. The relations 5.16 , 5.17 define unambiguously on
ÄC the structure of a left A -module depending on one parameter j / 0.ah d
 .  .Proof. First we have to show that 5.16 , 5.17 define correctly a linear
 .mapping C ª Mat N m C : f ¬ M ? f. Let C be the free algebraah ah ah
U U .  .generated by the entries of the matrix Z* s Z s z , with yr - j,jk k j
k F yr. Hence C is obtained from C by means of factorization by theah ah
 . Utwo-sided ideal generated by the relation adjoint to 3.15 and z are thek j
Ufactor images of z . In the obvious notation, the matrix Z* is obtainedk j
U U  .from Z* when replacing all elements z by z . Set in this proofk j k j
yX [ E q Z* and
y1Uy y1 yX [ I y I y E R Z R E . .12 2 12 2 12 2
U UIt is clear that when replacing the elements z by z everywhere ink j k j
 .  .5.16 , 5.17 one obtains a well-defined linear mapping
C ª Mat N m C : f ¬ M ? f . 5.24 .  .ah ah
A straightforward calculation gives
y1 y1M ? R R X R X R y R X R X f /1 21 31 2 23 3 32 23 3 32 2
y1 y1s X R X R y R X R X M ? R R f , ; f g C . /12 23 13 32 23 13 32 12 1 21 31 ah
 .This means that the linear mapping 5.24 factorizes from C to C ifah ah
and only if the factor-image of the matrix X R X R y R X R X12 23 13 32 23 13 32 12
vanishes. But this is the content of Lemma 5.2.
ÄTo show that C is really a left A -module we have to verify theah d
equality
M Ry1M Ry1 ? 1 s Ry1M Ry1M ? 1 5.25 .2 12 1 21 12 1 21 2
and the implication some parentheses appear here and in what follows
.only for graphical reasons
M Ry1M Ry1 Ry1Ry1 ? f .2 12 1 21 31 32
s Ry1M Ry1M Ry1Ry1 ? f« M Ry1M Ry1 Ry1Ry1 ? ZU f .  .12 1 21 2 31 32 2 12 1 21 31 32 3
s Ry1M Ry1M Ry1Ry1 ? ZU f , ; f g C , 5.26 . .12 1 21 2 31 32 3 ah
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 .  .since then 5.25 and 5.26 jointly imply
M Ry1M Ry1 ? f s Ry1M Ry1M ? f , ; f g C .2 12 1 21 12 1 21 2 ah
In this proof we set
y1Uy y1 yX [ I y I y E R Z R E , .12 2 12 2 12 2
y1Uq y1 qY [ E I y R V R I y E . .12 2 12 2 12 2
 .  .  .  .Verification of 5.25 . Using 5.16 , 5.17 , and 5.18 one finds immedi-
ately that
M Ry1M Ry1 ? 1 s I q jy1 y 1 X q j y 1 Y . . .2 12 1 21 21 21
= I q jy1 y 1 X q j y 1 Y Ry1Ry1 , . . .2 2 12 21
Ry1M Ry1M ? 1 s Ry1 I q jy1 y 1 X q j y 1 Y . . .12 1 21 2 12 12 12
= I q jy1 y 1 X q j y 1 Y Ry1 . . . .1 1 21
 .This means that 5.25 holds for every j / 0 if and only if the following five
equations are satisfied:
X X Ry1 s Ry1 X X , 5.27 .21 2 12 12 12 1
X I y X y Y Ry1 q I y X y Y X Ry1 .  .21 2 2 12 21 21 2 12
s Ry1 X I y X y Y q Ry1 I y X y Y X , 5.28 .  .  .12 12 1 1 12 12 12 1
Y X Ry1 q I y X y Y I y X y Y Ry1 q X Y Ry1 .  .21 2 12 21 21 2 2 12 21 2 12
s Ry1 Y X q Ry1 I y X y Y I y X y Y q Ry1 X Y , .  .12 12 1 12 12 12 1 1 12 12 1
5.29 .
Y I y X y Y Ry1 q I y X y Y Y Ry1 .  .21 2 2 12 21 21 2 12
s Ry1 Y I y X y Y q Ry1 I y X y Y Y , 5.30 .  .  .12 12 1 1 12 12 12 1
Y Y Ry1 s Ry1 Y Y . 5.31 .21 2 12 12 12 1
 .  .The equations 5.27 ] 5.31 are not independent. In fact, it is enough to
 .  .verify 5.27 , 5.31 and the following two equations:
X qX yX Y yY X Ry1 sRy1 X qX yX Y yY X , .  .21 2 21 2 21 2 12 12 12 1 12 1 12 1
5.32 .
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Y q Y yY X yX Y Ry1 sRy1 Y qY yY X yX Y . .  .21 2 21 2 21 2 12 12 12 1 12 1 12 1
5.33 .
 .  .This can be done by a straightforward calculation using 5.2 and 5.19 .
We omit the details.
 .Verification of 5.26 . Let us first show that
I y X Ry1Ry1 M Ry1M Ry1 Ry1Ry1 ? X f s 0. 5.34 .  . .3 23 13 2 12 1 21 31 32 3
 .  .Actually, 5.17 means that check the proof of Lemma 5.1
M Ry1 ? X f s R X Ry1M Ry1 ? X f1 21 2 12 2 12 1 21 2
and so
M Ry1M Ry1 Ry1Ry1 ? X f .2 12 1 21 31 32 3
s M Ry1Ry1M Ry1 ? X Ry1 f2 12 32 1 31 3 21
s M ? R Ry1Ry1 X Ry1M Ry1 ? X Ry1 f .2 13 32 12 3 13 1 31 3 21
s R R X Ry1M ? Ry1 X Ry1Ry1M Ry1 ? X Ry1 f . .13 23 3 23 2 32 3 12 13 1 31 3 21
 . y1 y1Now multiply both sides by I y X R R from the left and recall that3 23 13
 .I y X X s 0.
Further one can proceed in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1.
 .The relation 5.34 is equivalent to
I y Eyy ZU Ry1Ry1 M Ry1M Ry1 Ry1Ry1 ? ZU f .  .3 3 23 13 2 12 1 21 31 32 3
s y I y Eyy ZU Ry1Ry1 M Ry1M Ry1 Ry1Ry1Ey? f . .  .3 3 23 13 2 12 1 21 31 32 3
 y.Multiplying this equation by I y E R R from the left and taking into3 13 23
account that
I y Ey R R I y Ey Ry1Ry1 s I y Ey, .  .3 13 23 3 23 13 3
I y Ey Ry1Ry1 ZU s Ry1Ry1 ZU , .3 31 32 3 31 32 3
one arrives at
U Uy y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1I y I y E R R Z R R M R M R R R ? Z f .  .3 13 23 3 23 13 2 12 1 21 31 32 3
s y I y Ey I y R R ZURy1Ry1 .  .3 13 23 3 23 13
= M Ry1M Ry1 Ry1Ry1Ey ? f . 5.35 . .2 12 1 21 31 32 3
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Quite similarly one obtains
U Uy y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1I y I y E R R Z R R R M R M R R ? Z f .  .3 13 23 3 23 13 12 1 21 2 31 32 3
sy IyEy IyR R ZURy1Ry1 .  .3 13 23 3 23 13
= Ry1M Ry1M Ry1Ry1Ey ? f . 5.36 . .12 1 21 2 31 32 3
 .  .The right-hand sides of 5.35 and 5.36 are equal by assumption and so,
to complete the proof, it suffices to show that that the matrix I y I y
y. U y1 y1  .E R R Z R R is invertible. To this end, observe from 2.3 that3 13 23 3 23 13
the R matrix R is lower triangular provided the lexicographical ordering12
of the basis vectors in the tensor product has been chosen R s 0 forjk , st
. N N Nj - s, and R s d R . Hence in the tensor product C m C m C ,jk , jt k t jk , jt
the matrix I y Ey is diagonal, the matrices R"1, R"1 are lower triangu-3 13 23
lar, and the matrix ZU is lower triangular with vanishing diagonal. Conse-3
 y. U y1 y1quently, the matrix I y E R R Z R R is lower triangular with3 13 23 3 23 13
vanishing diagonal and hence nilpotent.
6. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS
y2 s   ..Set j s q . Observe that M ? 1 is a lower triangular matrix cf. 5.16 .
 .  .Since M s L*L and in view of the form of the isomorphism 2.29 , 2.30 ,
this means that Xy? 1 s 0, ; j, and so 1 is a lowest weight vector with aj
Älowest weight l. Denote by M the cyclic A -submodule in C with thes d ah
 .  .cyclic vector 1. Owing to the isomorphism 2.29 , 2.30 , M can be alsos
regarded as a U -module. It remains to determine the conditions implyingh
that the module M is finite dimensional. This means to determine thes
w xparameter s . Recall that by the results due to Rosso 12 , M is deter-s
mined unambiguously, up to equivalence, by the lowest weight l.
In more detail,
M ? 1 s q2 s , for j F yr ,j j
s 1, yr - j - r ,
s qy2 s , j G r . 6.1 .
Consequently
q H j ? 1 s qys , for j s r ,
s 1, j / r , 6.2 .
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in the case of B ;l
q H j ? 1 s qy2 s , for j s 1, 1
if r s , 6.3a .5 2s 1, j ) 1,
1 ¦
H ysjq ? 1 s q , for j s r q , 12 ¥ if r ) , 6.3b .1 2
s 1, j / r q ,§2
in the case of C ;l
q H j ? 1 s qy2 s , for j s 1, 1
if r s , 6.4a .5 2s 1, j ) 1,
H j ys ¦q ? 1 s q , for j s 1,
3
ys ¥ if r s , 6.4bs q , j s 2,  .
2§s 1, j ) 2,
1 ¦
H ysjq ? 1 s q , for j s r q , 32 ¥ if r ) , 6.4c .1 2
s 1, j / r q ,§2
in the case of D .l
 4Let v , . . . , v ; h* be the set of fundamental weights corresponding1 l
 4to the set of simple roots P s a , . . . , a . Its values on the basis1 l
 4H , . . . , H of the Cartan algebra h are given by1 l
1 :v H s a , a d . .j k k k jk2
By our choice, specified in Section 2, we have
 :  :the case B : a , a s 1, a , a s 2, j ) 1;l 1 1 j j
 :  :the case C : a , a s 4, a , a s 2, j ) 1;l 1 1 j j
 :the case D : a , a s 2, ; j.l j j
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Thus we have arrived at
PROPOSITION 6.1. M is a finite-dimensional irreducible U -module pro-s h
¨ided
1 Z , for r s 1; then l s y2sv ,q 12
s g 6.5 . Z , r ) 1; l s ysv ,q r
in the case of B ;l
s g Z , for ; r ; then l s ysv , 6.6 .q rq1r2
in the case of C ;l
1 1¡ Z , for r s ; then l s y2sv ,q 12 2
3~ Z , r s ; l s ys v q v , .s g 6.7 .q 1 22
3¢ Z , r ) ; l s ysv ,q rq1r22
in the case of D .l
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Though the main goal, the explicit derivation of antiholomorphic repre-
sentations in the Borel]Weil spirit, has been reached the presented results
are not fully satisfactory. This concerns Section 4. The weakest point is
 .  .that the commutation relations 4.3 , 4.4 are apparently over-determined.
In the ideal case one should extract from them a minimal set of commuta-
tion relations between Z and ZU and show the rest to be a consequence;1 2
 .  .particularly this concerns the equality 4.4 or equivalently 4.13 . However,
the semiclassical limit yields a formula which is not very encouraging in
this respect.
 yhThe semiclassical limit h ª 0 is based on the rules q s e ; r is the
.classical r-matrix
2  4 2R s I y i hr q O h , fg y gf s i h f , g q O h . .  .
In the classical case one replaces j by 1, j by j "1, Qy is formally0 " class
 . qparameterized in the same way as in the quantum case 4.1 , and Q sclass
0 y . t 0C Q C . Soclass
M "1 s I q j "1 y 1 Qq q j .1 y 1 Qy . .  .class class class
 .Applying the above rules to 4.3 one finds easily that
yZ 4M ; Z s I Z r M q M r . .  .21 2 21 1 1 12  /I 2
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 y1 4 yIt is not difficult to obtain also the bracket M ; Z . Now, since Q is1 2 class
expressible as a linear combination of the matrices I, M , and My1 ,class class
 y 4  U 4one can calculate the bracket Q ; Z and hence Z ; Z . There is no1 2 1 2
need to give the final expression but it is rather awkward.
However, explicit calculations in the lowest rank cases, though not
presented here, support the conjecture that the definition of the algebra C
contains no contradiction. To get a more transparent picture, one should
perhaps attempt to derive the quantum cell C as descendant from some
simpler and more fundamental structure, like the Euclidean space, an idea
w xpursued already in the paper 11 . Another approach notable in the
current literature suggests that one can try to represent part of the algebra
w xC with the help of quantum differential operators 1 .
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